
Exclusively meeting your training 
requirements, through customised 
training solutions! 

MAXIMISING 
TRAINING 
OUTCOME!
In-house Training Seminars

An ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 29990:2010
Certified Company



ABOUT IN-HOUSE 
TRAINING SEMINARS

HOW DOES IT 
WORK? 

In-house training and development is a practical and 
economical solution for those organizations who 
want world-class training conducted on-site. Training 
and development are a significant investment for all 
organizations. In many cases, in-house training is the 
most economical and effective solution.

The advantages of in-house training includes:

 � Lower Overall Costs
 � Flexibility
 � Customisable Content
 � Team Building
 � Reduced Staff Travel Time and Expenses
 � Training that is Delivered when and where you 

Need It

In the competitive world we now operate in, it can 
be difficult to meet both the employee demand for 
skill development while at the same time managing 
reduced training budgets. The exciting and innovative 
training we offer is the perfect solution to this dilemma.

Conducted on-site or at a location of your choosing, our 
world-class training comes to you.  Training is scheduled 
when it is convenient for your employees and in a way 
that suits your operational requirements. In the past, 
our clients have opted for various configurations, and 
we can even offer our training to suit shift arrangements.

Our In-House courses can be designed for your specific 
needs. Training material such as case studies and role 
plays can be tailored to a specific industry or industry 
sector and courses can be pitched at different levels, 
depending on the experience and seniority of those 
attending. This tailoring allows for customization or 
corporate learning outcomes and is therefore more 
focused and can potentially shorten training.

Whatever training and development you need, we can
design a bespoke solution for you or alternatively you 
can select one of our existing 500 public courses to be
run on-site.
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THE PROCESS

Contact us for more information or an obligation free consultation 
on your specific training and development needs.

Email: inhouse@euromatech.ae or Telephone: 009714 4571813 or 
0044 151 709 7100 and our dedicated In-House department will 
respond to your needs on a prompt basis.  

There are three kinds of
in-house trainings:

1. Off the Shelf courses
 
Our regular courses delivered at a time 
and place to suit you - a more cost effective 
way of training a number of delegates at 
a time, offering real savings and a great 
way of dealing with staff logistics, holiday 
periods, or “peak” times. 

2. Customised training
A company-specific learning event - 
that means we take one of our existing 
courses, and tailor its content to fit your 
requirements. These are extremely popular, 
as learning with the use of material or 
scenarios familiar to delegates leads to very 
positive outcomes through identification 
and understanding of new methods. How 
can we customise your event from our 
existing portfolio of courses? 

 � Incorporate your company 
standards, templates and case-
studies for optimum relevance

 � Customise or combine existing 
course content for specific results 

 � Particular methods and styles of 
training, to best suit your teams 
and individuals 

 � Specialist analysis and 
development to support your 
unique business need or situation 

3. Bespoke training
We will design you a unique training 
programme from scratch. We will:

 � Look at the holistic demands of 
your project 

 � Spend as much time ‘on the 
ground’ as possible, meeting/
discussing with your divisions 
and teams to understand their 
individual objectives 

 � Match you with a specialist 
consultant who has the necessary 
background and expertise 
to support you through our 
established design process 

 � Sometimes recommend other 
appropriate options such as 
executive coaching or 360 reviews 

 � Develop a programme that 
matches your individual needs

Contact us with
your In-House

Training Course
enquiry 01

Detailed Review
of your specific

requirements by
In-House Team02

Development of
customized contents

based on the
scope of work 03

Submission of our
technically precise
and competitive

commercial proposal04
Confirmation of

Proposal and selection
of mutually agreeable

training dates 05
Effective

Implementation of
In-House
Training06

Action Plan
and

Post Course
Follow-Up 07
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TRAINING  QUALITY 
ASSURANCE

EuroMaTech being certified under ISO 9001:2015 Quality Assurance Standard and ISO 29990:2010 (Learning Service 
Providers) ensures best quality services, design, development, and delivery of it’s training programmes.

When planning for an in-house program, we ensure that the training design clearly matches the specific needs that you 
and your organisation have identified.

Training material is then developed in detail to cover the agreed course structure. The specific training content that is 
developed is then presented by one of our highly specialist Senior Consultants who draw on their personal experience 
using real world examples and practical applications to help participants connect with and understand the concepts 
being taught. This effective combination of high quality training content and tutor’s in-depth experience immensely 
develops participants’ potential, leading to added organisational value. 

Course Content &
Effective Delivery of

Training Material 

Tutor’s in-depth
Experience of its

Application in the
Real World

Additional
Organisational

Value 
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TESTIMONIALS

 Leading with Emotional Intelligence

“Fascinating Course/ Superb Tutor/ Very engaging 
and knowledgeable.”

- Peter Turney

Legal Aspects of Contracts and Contract 
Risk Management & Compliance

“Everything was excellent the location, 
documents presentation and the speaker.”

- Nouf Al Naqbi

Payable Audit

“Definitely learned how to fully apply value to 
the team & company.”

- Abdullah Al-Enezi

Market Intelligence and
Strategic Sourcing

“Excellent contents and topic to be discussed.”

- Shamma Mohamed Ali Alshehhi

Introduction to Project Management

“Excellent course which prioritise basis of PM 
from international perspective.”

- Laila Hassan Albalushi

Emotional Intelligence Strategies

“Realization of the impact of emotional 
intelligence/ How to control your thoughts to 
have better life of work/family etc.”

- Haitham Salman Khamis Al Balushi

Managing Shutdowns, Turnarounds 
& Outages

“It was a useful course to gain more knowledge 
for Planning and Managing of T/A in all aspects.” 

- Shahram Naseh

Contracts Administration from 
Award to Completion

“Provided very good opportunity to practice 
important elements of contract administration.”

- Talal Mohammed Hamed Al-Masrouri

Office Management & Effective 
Administration Skills

“The programme was impactful in several ways.”

- Stephen K. Moore

Machinery Failure Analysis & Prevention
“Very relevant course. A lot of advantages as it 
focuses on the way how we should utilize our 
time & brain for the well being of our work & 
life.”

- Issa
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CORPORATE 
CLIENTS
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NASBA: National Association of State Boards of Accountancy 
- 108298
The National Registry of CPE Sponsors is a program offered 
by the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy 
(NASBA) to recognize sponsors who offer Continuing 

Professional Education (CPE) credit in accordance with nationally recognized 
standards.

ILM: Centre No: 002398
EuroMaTech is an approved centre with the ILM. We 
can therefore offer the additional option of combining 
practical business training with internationally recognised 
management and leadership qualifications.

NEBOSH: National Examination Board in Occupational 
Safety and Health - Centre No: I585
Nebosh are dedicated to raising the standards of health, 
safety and environmental management. They are recognised 
worldwide by practictioners and employers alike as the 

leading light in health and safety standards of training.

PMI: Project Management Institute
R.E.P. Provider ID - 2327
The Project Management Institute is the world’s 
leading association for project management  
professionals. They are recognised worldwide and 

EuroMaTech are proud to be a Registered Educational Provider (REP) with 
PMI.

HRCI: Human Resource Certification Institute
EuroMaTech is an Approved Provider with the Human 
Resource Certification Institute (HRCI), an internationally 
recognised certifying body for the HR profession. Founded 
in 1973, HRCI is committed to higher standards and the 
HRCI Approved Provider status allows organisations to host 

a number of HR-related continuing education events. EuroMaTech is listed 
on the HRCI website with a link directly to our homepage, allowing a ready 
reference to quality continuing education programmes.

IIBA®: International Institute of 
Business analysis
International Institute of Business 
Analysis (IIBA®) is a leading 
association in the world of business 
analysis through the creation of 

the Business Analysis Body of Knowledge® (BABOK®). IIBA® help business 
analysts develop their skills and further their careers by providing access to 
unique and relevant content through Endorsed Education Provider (EEPTM) 
programmes.

EAPA: International Employee Assistance Professional 
Association
EuroMaTech is registered with the International 
Employee Assistance Professional Association (EAPA) 
as a sponsoring organization to issue Professional 
Development Hours (PDHs) to attendees on approved 
courses. EAPA is the world’s largest, oldest and most 

respected organization for Employee Assistance professionals

SIX SIGMA: The Council for Six Sigma Certification
EuroMaTech is an Approved Provider with The Council 
for Six Sigma Certification. Founded in 2005, The Council 
for Six Sigma Certification is a professional accrediting 
body within the Six Sigma industry, providing accrediting 
services to more than 165 countries around the world.

BCI: Business Continuity Institute
EuroMaTech is a Corporate Partner 
with the Business Continuity Institute 
(BCI), world’s leading institute for 
business continuity. Founded in 1994, 
the BCI has established itself as the 

leading membership and certifying organisation for Business Continuity 
professionals worldwide.

SMRP: The Society for Maintenance and Reliability 
Professionals
EuroMaTech is recognized by the Society for Maintenance 
& Reliability Professionals (SMRP) as an Approved Provider 
of continuing education and training aligned with key 
subject areas related to reliability and physical asset 
management. 

Founded in 1992, The Society for Maintenance & Reliability Professionals 
(SMRP) is a nonprofit professional society formed by practitioners to develop 
and promote excellence in maintenance, reliability and physical asset 
management while creating leaders in the profession.

American Welding Society® (AWS): Corporate Member 
No. 2054768
EuroMaTech is recognized by American Welding Society® 
(AWS) as an Affiliate Company Member (Corporate 
Member No. 2054768) to help and improve our 
client’s capabilities, productivity and business results. 
Headquartered in Miami, Florida, and led by a volunteer 

organization of officers, AWS serves over 70,000 members worldwide with 
a global mission to advance the science, technology and application of 
welding and other related technical disciplines.

Under the direction of AWS, we offer a number of seminars that recognize 
and document expertise and knowledge in specific welding-related 
disciplines including, welding engineers, inspectors, supervisors, fabricators, 
radiographic interpreters and educators to take your career to the next level.

The American Society for Nondestructive 
Testing, Inc. (ASNT): Corporate Partner No. 
296843
EuroMaTech is registered with The American 
Society for Nondestructive Testing, Inc. (ASNT) 

as a Corporate Partner Member (Corporate Partner No. 296843). ASNT 
is the world’s largest technical society for nondestructive testing (NDT) 
professionals. Through its organization and membership, ASNT provide a 
forum for exchange of NDT technical information; educational materials and 
programs; and standards and services for the qualification of NDT personnel. 
With EuroMaTech’s association with ASNT, we focus on great professional 
value to our company and professional expertise of our clients in the 
respective industry field.

Institute of Marine Engineering, Science & Technology (IMarEST)

EuroMaTech is proud to be a Marine Member with IMarEST 
(Institute of Marine Engineering, Science & Technology). 
IMarEST is the first professional institution to bring together 
marine engineers, scientists and technologists into one 
international multi-disciplinary professional body. It is the 
largest marine organisation of its kind with a worldwide 
membership of over 18,000 individuals based in over 120 

countries. With IMarEST’s collaboration, EuroMaTech is working within 
the global marine community to promote the scientific development of 
marine engineering, science and technology, providing opportunities for the 
exchange of ideas and practices and upholding the status, standards and 
knowledge of marine professionals worldwide.

CERTIFICATION

EuroMaTech has been awarded the ISO 9001:2015 Quality Assurance Standard.
Receiving the ISO Certificate is a proof of the sustainability of achievements accomplished throughout the past years for the quality services 
given to our clients and the increased level of client satisfaction, as well as adopting and enhancing the best international practices and 
procedures.

EuroMaTech is a highly successful training company specialising in corporate training markets. We have been trading for over 21 years and in 
that time have built successful, strategic relationships with our customers. Over 94% of our business is from repeat customers. We like to believe 
this is due to our superior service, our fantastic consultants and the general experience delegates receive from our training for their career 
enhancement. Our customer service strategy is evaluated constantly to measure the performance along with the associated performances of 
venues and instructors.

EuroMaTech has been awarded the ISO 29990:2010 Certification.
The objective of this new standard is to provide a model for quality professional practice and performance, and a common reference for learning 
service providers (LSPs) in the design, development and delivery of training.

EuroMaTech have passed through rigorous Quality Management Systems to become associated with the following Accreditation Bodies:

MEMBER

Partner

ACCREDITATIONS

CORPORATE PROFILE
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Focused on Helping You Improve Your Business

Scan to follow us on:

Scan to visit our Website.

San to find our Location

Scan to Download Our Latest Training Plan

EuroMaTech Office
P. O. Box: 74693, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Tel.: +971 4 457 1800, Fax: +971 4 457 1801
Email: dubai@euromatech.com


